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U

nder the Obama Administration, the federal
government has increased its regulatory efforts
related to investigating and prosecuting health
care fraud. The federal government has recently won
judgments o
or entered into settlement agreements with
num
rous h
ospitals, health
he
ealth sy
numerous
hospitals,
systems, and providers who
re alleged
leged to h
ave v
iolate the anti-kickback statute
are
have
violated
(AKS), the Stark law, and the False Claims Act as a result
o
prroh
hib
bit hospital-physician transactions. Over the
off prohibited
llast five years, the number of new False Claims Act lawsuits filed by whistleblowers has nearly doubled.1
The consequences for hospitals and physicians can
be severe, with civil enforcement action fines and
penalties so high that the health care organization
could be forced to file bankruptcy or cease
operations. Criminal enforcement actions may lead
to imprisonment, fines, restitution, and exclusion for
participation in Medicare, Medicaid, or other state
programs. The Affordable Care Act revised the federal
AKS to facilitate easier enforcement and specifically
provides that a violation of the AKS or Stark law
constitutes a false or fraudulent claim under the False
Claims Act.2 The aggressive regulatory focus and close
scrutiny of hospital-physician transactions warrants
diligent action by hospitals and physicians and requires
an understanding of how fraud and abuse laws apply to
hospital-physician transactions.
The health care industry has recently experienced
significant consolidation of hospitals and physicians.3
It is important that hospital-physician transactions
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are structured in a manner that does not
violate the federal AKS or the federal SelfReferral Prohibition law (the “Stark law”).
The conclusions and recommendations
contained in this article are provided to
assist hospitals and physicians in analyzing
and evaluating their current hospitalphysician transactions for physician
employment contracts, medical director
agreements, office space rentals, and similar
arrangements4 and to present a number
of lessons learned from recent cases and
compliance program best practices that
may be used to achieve compliance with
applicable law.

LAWS AND REGULATIONS APPLICABLE
TO HOSPITAL PHYSICIAN TRANSACTIONS
Federal Anti-Kickback Statute
The AKS prohibits offering, paying, solig, or receiving any remuneration in
citing,
re
etu
turn
n fo
ffor
or referring
gp
g
return
patients or purchasing,
lleasing,
e ingg, ordering,
eas
o ering, or arranging
arran
nging for or
re
eco
om
mmend
en
nd ng pur
chas ng, lleas
ing, o
recommending
purchasing,
leasing,
or in
tu
urn
n fo
return
for ordering any good, facility, item,
d forr by a federally
f derally funded
funded
or service paid
5
Remuneration
health care program.
has been broadly defined to encompass
anything of value.
The AKS is intent based, which means
that a violation cannot occur unless the
parties possess the requisite level of intent.
Violation of the AKS is punishable by
fines up to $25,000, imprisonment up to
five years, or both.6 Violators are also subject
to exclusion from all federal health care
programs, civil monetary penalties up to
$50,000 for each violation, and assessments
up to treble the amount of remuneration
offered, paid, solicited, or received.7
The AKS has certain statutory exceptions
and regulatory safe harbors. If the
requirements of those exceptions or safe
harbors are met, the arrangement is not
subject to criminal prosecution. However,
failure to meet all of the requirements of a
particular, applicable safe harbor does not
make the conduct illegal but rather subjects
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such conduct to review and analysis by the
Office of Inspector General (OIG) on a caseby-case basis as to whether a party has the
requisite knowledge and intent to support
a violation.8 A summary of the exceptions
and safe harbors applicable to physician
employment, medical office leases, and
medical director contracts are set forth
below.
Physician Employment Arrangements
The AKS includes a statutory exception for
employment arrangements, which provides
that monies paid by an employer to an
employee for “covered items or services”
does not constitute illegal remuneration
under the statute as long as there is a bona
fide employment relationship between
the employer and the employee.9 An AKS
regulatory safe harbor similarly indicates
that “remuneration” does not include such
amounts paid to employees.10 The OIG has
interpreted the employment safe harbor
tto ap
ply only
y to payments to employees
apply
for the prov
is
provision
of covered goods and
services and has opined that payments
compensating employees for the referral
of patients would not be covered by the
employee exception.11
Medical Office Lease Arrangements
The AKS also provides a safe harbor
for space leases.12 In general, payments
made by a lessee to a lessor for the use
of premises or equipment will be covered
under the safe harbor exception, provided
the following factors are met:
(i) the lease is set out in writing by the
parties and specifies the premises or
equipment covered;
(ii) the space or equipment does not
exceed that which is reasonable and
necessary for the legitimate purposes
of the lease and is used exclusively by
the lessee;
(iii) the lease is for a term of at least one
year;
(iv) part-time leases for periodic intervals of time must specify exactly
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the schedule and exact rent of the
intervals;
(v) the rental charges over the term of
the lease are set in advance, are consistent with fair market value, and are
not determined in a manner that takes
into account the volume or value of
any referrals or other business generated between the parties; and
(vi) the lease would be commercially reasonable if no referrals were made
between the parties.
A lessee is permitted a holdover not to
exceed six months, so long as the lease
payment terms remain the same.13
Medical Director Contracts
Contracts for the performance of medical
director services pose AKS concerns if the
party performing the services for a hospital
or health system is in a position to refer
business to that entity and payments are
m
mad
d in
de
i a way
y that at least
as one purpose of
made
th
he arr
ran
ng ment is tto
o in
du
uce refe
rraals. The
he
the
arrangement
induce
referrals.
A S has
AKS
has a safe
s e harbor
harbor for
for medical
me
edical dire
or
director
raanggem
arrangements.
To meet the safe harbor, the
o agreement
aggreemen must:
mu
ust
medical director
d b
h par(i) be in writing, b
be signed
by the
ties, and specify the services covered
by the arrangement;
(ii) if the agreement is for periodic, sporadic, or part-time work, the agreement must specify exactly the
schedule of intervals in which services will be performed, the length
of such intervals, and the applicable
charges;
(iii) be for a term of at least one year (if
terminated during the first year, the
parties may not enter into the same
or substantially the same arrangement during the first year of the original term of the arrangement);
(iv) cover all services the physician or
immediate family member will furnish
to the hospital (requirement is met if
separate arrangements between the
entity and the physician or any family members incorporate each other

by reference or if they cross-reference
a master list of contracts that is maintained and updated centrally);
(v) contract for aggregate services that do
not exceed those that are reasonable
and necessary for the legitimate business purposes of the arrangement;
(vi) be for services that do not involve the
counseling or promotion of a business
arrangement or other activity that
violates state or federal law; and
(vii) the aggregate compensation must be
set in advance,14 be consistent with
fair market value (FMV), and, except
in the case of a physician incentive
plan, not be determined in a manner
that takes into account the volume or
value of any referrals or other business generated between the parties.15

Federal Stark Self-Referral
Prohibition Law
A second federal law that is applicable to
hos
p ta -physicia transactions is the federal
hospital-physician
Sta
k law
ic prohibits a physician from
Stark
law, wh
which
making referrals for Medicare-covered
designated health services16 (DHS) to an
entity with which the physician or an
immediate family member has a “financial
relationship.”17 “Financial relationship” is
defined as “a direct or indirect ownership or
investment interest” or “a direct or indirect
transaction.”18 In addition, an entity may
not bill a patient, the Medicare program, or
anyone else for services rendered pursuant
to a prohibited referral.19
An entity that receives payment for DHS
furnished pursuant to a prohibited referral
must refund the payment within 60 days
or otherwise will be subject to exclusion
from all federal health care programs, as
well as sanctions up to treble the amount
of illegal remuneration and civil monetary
penalties up to $15,000 per DHS.20 Stark
law violations also may form the basis for
civil liability under the False Claims Act.21
The Stark law is a strict liability statute,
which means proof of specific intent to
violate the law is not required. A summary
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of the Stark law exceptions applicable to
physician employment, medical office
lease, and medical director contracts is set
forth below.
Physician Employment Arrangements
The physician employee exception to the
Stark law requires that compensation: (i)
is fair market value, (ii) does not take into
account the volume or value of referrals
by the physician, and (iii) is commercially
reasonable.22 The OIG has clarified that
productivity bonuses may be paid to
employed physicians for personally
performed services, including services
that constitute DHS. The physician’s employment must be for identifiable services;
thus, a job description detailing the services
provided is a minimum requirement in
the absence of an employment contract.
It is important to note that the Stark law
p
exception
for employment relationships is
m
muc
ch
h nar
n
r
much
narrower
than the AKS safe harbor for
em
mp
ploy
l yees and
nd provid
des tthat
hat “r
remune
erat n”
employees
provides
“remuneration”
do
oess not
n t in
ude aany
ny ccompensation
om
mpensa
at on paid
id
does
include
y aan
n employer
em
by
to an employee, who has
m loyment rrelationship
ationshiip w
ith
a bona fide employment
with
the employer.
Medical Office Lease Arrangements
The Stark law provides an exception for
office space leases. The exception provides
as follows: payments made by a lessee to
a lessor for the use of premises will be
covered under the statutory exception,
provided the following factors are met:
(i) the lease is set out in writing by the
parties and specifies the premises or
equipment covered;
(ii) the space does not exceed that which
is reasonable and necessary for the
legitimate purposes of the lease and
is used exclusively by the lessee;
(iii) the lease is for a term of at least one
year;
(iv) the rental charges over the term of
the lease are set in advance, are consistent with fair market value, and are
not determined in a manner that takes
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into account the volume or value of
any referrals or other business generated between the parties; and
(v) the lease would be commercially reasonable if no referrals were made
between the parties.
A lessee is permitted a holdover not to
exceed six months, so long as the lease
payment terms remain the same.
Medical Director Contracts
The Stark law also provides an exception
for personal services contracts. A medical
director arrangement must be tailored to
fit within the personal services exception
to the Stark law, which provides as follows:
(i) the arrangement is set out in writing, is signed by the parties, and
specifies the services covered by the
arrangement;
(ii) the arrangement covers all of the
services to be furnished by the physician (or an immediate family member of tthe
he physician) to the entity;
(iii
re
(iii)) the agg
aggregate
services contracted for
do not exceed those that are reasonable and necessary for the legitimate
business purposes of the arrangement;
(iv) the term of the arrangement is for at
least one year;
(v) the compensation to be paid over
the term of the arrangement is set in
advance, does not exceed fair market value, and is not determined in
a manner that takes into account the
volume or value of any referrals or
other business generated between
the parties;
(vi) the services to be furnished under the
arrangement do not involve the counseling or promotion of a business
arrangement or other activity that
violates any state or federal law; and
(vii) a holdover personal service arrangement for up to six months following
the expiration of an agreement that
meets the requirements in items 1-6
above is permissible, provided that
such arrangement is on the same
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terms and conditions as the immediately preceding agreement.23

Key Legal Issues for Hospital-Physician
Transaction Analysis

transactions, consistent with general market
value.35 Those same regulations define
“general market value” as the price that
an asset would bring, as the result of bona
fide bargaining between well-informed
buyers and sellers who are not otherwise
in a position to generate business for the
other party or the compensation that would
be included in a service agreement as the
result of bona fide bargaining between wellinformed parties to the agreement who
are not otherwise in a position to generate
business for the other party, at the time of the
agreement.36 Generally, the fair market price
is the price or compensation that has been
included in bona fide service arrangements
with comparable terms at the time of the
agreement, where the price or compensation
has not been determined in any manner that
takes into account the volume or value of
anticipated or actual referrals.37
For purposes of determining fair market
value for leases and office space rental and
f r th
e St
ark law space rental safe harbor,
for
the
Stark
“fai market
market value”
v
va
“fair
means the value of the
rental property for general commercial
purposes. The Stark law office space
rental exception and AKS safe harbor each
require that, when determining fair market
value, the value not be adjusted to reflect
the additional value that one party would
attribute to the property as a result of its
proximity or convenience to sources of
referrals or business otherwise generated for
which payment may be made in whole or in
part under a federal health care program.38
Fair market value for the purpose of
determining compensation for a physician
employment arrangement or medical director agreement is usually determined by
following CMS guidance, which indicates that:

Fair Market Value
Fair market value is an explicit requirement
of 10 Stark law exceptions33 and three AKS
safe harbors.34 Although the AKS does
not define “fair market value,” the federal
Stark law regulations define the term “fair
market value” as the value in arm’s length

[A]n hourly payment for a physician’s personal services (that is, services performed by the physician
personally and not by employees,
contractors, or others) shall be considered to be fair market value if
the hourly payment is established

Federal False Claims Act
Hospital-physician transactions that create
Stark law or AKS violations can also create
False Claims Act liability.24 For example, in
United States ex rel. Repko v. Guthrie Clinic,
P.C.,25 a federal court agreed that “every
claim that defendant Hospital submitted
to the government for payment” was false
as a “result of [prohibited] referrals from
physicians employed by [the] clinic.”26 The
False Claims Act (FCA)27 prohibits false or
fraudulent claims for payment to the federal
government. Under the FCA, liability attaches
to a “false or fraudulent claim for payment” or
a “false record or statement [made] material
to a false or fraudulent claim.”28
The qui tam provisions of the FCA allow
a private citizen (called a relator) to bring a
civil claim under the statute “for the person
an
nd
d for
f r th
fo
h United States Government … in
and
the
th
he name
naam
me off the Government.”
Go
overnmen
nt. 29 Whe
When a
W
the
cllaim
m submitted
su
ubm ted to Medicare
Medicare
e or Medicaid
Medi id
claim
as re
esu
has
resulted
from a kickback or is made
the Stark
St rk law,
aw, it may
may be
in violation off the
b “false or fraudulent”
f d l
determined to be
creating liability for up to three times
the amount of the claim plus a per claim
penalty between $5,500 and $11,000.30
Stark law and AKS violations have been
successfully used by the government as
the basis to establish a false claims case.31
This combination allows the government
to claim additional damages and makes
provider compliance a requirement to
continue ongoing operations.32
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using either of the following methodologies: (1) the hourly rate is less
than or equal to the average hourly
rate for emergency room physician
services in the relevant physician
market, provided there are at least
three hospitals providing emergency room services in the market;
or (2) the hourly rate is determined
by averaging the 50th percentile
national compensation level for
physicians with the same physician
specialty (or, if the specialty is not
identified in the survey, for general
practice) in at least four of the following surveys and dividing by 2,000
hours: Sullivan, Cotter & Associates,
Inc.—Physician Compensation and
Productivity Survey; Hay Group—
Physicians Compensation Survey;
Hospital and Healthcare Compensation Services—Physician Salary
SSurvey
Sur
rve
ey Report;
p
a Group ManMedical
aagement
age
em
me
Asso
ociation—
—Physiccian
Association—Physician
C
Co
mpen
pen ation aand
nd Pr
od
ducctivity Sur
Compensation
Productivity
Surv
ey
y; ECS Watson Wyatt—Hospital
vey;
are M
nag ment Comand Health Care
Management
d William M.
pensation Report; and
Mercer—Integrated Health Networks Compensation Survey.39
Complex physician transactions may
require analysis by an independent
qualified third party, such as an accounting
firm or professional appraisal firm that
prepares a report detailing the methodology
used in computing fair market value.40
One of the few cases analyzing
the concept of fair market value and
commercial reasonableness within the
context of both the AKS and the Stark law in
a lease transaction is the case of Goodstein v.
McLaren Regional Medical Center. The
Goodstein court concluded that a leasing
arrangement did not violate either the Stark
law or the AKS because the payments were
part of an arm’s length transaction, was set
at fair market value, and did not reflect the
volume or value of the physician’s referrals.
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In upholding the lease, the court focused
on whether or not the lease payments were
fair market value. The factors used by the
court to assess fair market value included:
(i) the length and scope of the
negotiations;
(ii) how the space was measured for calculating rental payments;
(iii) whether common areas were
included in the arrangement;
(iv) the nature and quality of the facilities and amenities included;
(v) the term of the lease;
(vi) whether rent was paid during
renovations;
(vii) a comparison of a “gross” versus a
“triple net” lease;
(viii) the termination provisions of the lease;
(ix) non-competition and exclusivity
provisions;
(x) rental rates for similar facilities in
the relevant market;
(xi) appraisals performed prior to litigattion;
on
n; aand
nd
(xi
n
(xii)) the co
consistency
of each expert’s
appraisals.
Compensation May Not Be Based
on the Volume or Value of Referrals
or other Business Generated
by the Referring Physician
All but one of the Stark law exceptions
and all three of the AKS safe harbors that
include a fair market value requirement
also provide that compensation may
not be based on the volume or value of
referrals or other business generated
between the parties. Services that are
personally performed by the physician are
not “referrals,”41 and therefore a physician
may be paid in a manner that directly
correlates to his or her own labor (e.g.,
the professional component of charges).42
However, to satisfy the Stark law bona fide
employee exception, a physician generally
cannot be paid based on his or her referrals
for DHS performed by others.43
It is important to note that the AKS safe
harbor for employees does not include
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the fair market value requirement or
the prohibition on a relationship to the
volume or value of referrals. Thus, a
physician employee generally may be paid
based on a salary; per unit of time (e.g., per
hour, day, or week);44 per unit of service
personally performed by the physician
(e.g., per relative value unit (RVU), patient
encounter, or fee schedule); a percentage
of charges or collections for services
personally performed by the physician; or
any combination of these.45 In addition, a
physician may be paid a bonus based on the
physician’s personal productivity46 or the
achievement of specified quality indicators.47
Finally, a physician may be paid for
the physician’s own labor in supervising
others.48 However, unless the physician is
in a group practice, he or she cannot be paid
an amount for, or percentage of, services
performed by others or share in the overall
profits of a facility or department.49
At lleast
At
le
easst one court has aanalyzed whether
orr not
n t compensation
cco pensatio
on was
wa
w s based
b
based on the
he
vo
olu
um
me or
or value of referrals
re errrals or
o other
o er
volume
usiine
ess generated by the referring
business
S. ex rel.
l. SSingh
ngh vv. B
radford
physician. In U
U.S.
Bradford
50
5
d l
Regional Medicall Center, a cardiology
practice entered into an arrangement with
Bradford Regional Medical Center under
which Bradford would sublease a nuclear
imaging camera used to perform diagnostic
tests that are DHS. As part of the sublease,
the physicians entered into a covenant not
to compete with the provision of nuclear
cardiology services by Bradford for the
term of the sublease agreement.
Under the sublease, Bradford made a fixed
monthly payment for the sublease of the
equipment and an additional flat monthly
fee for a non-competition agreement. The
non-compete fee was calculated by an
independent accountant, who determined
Bradford’s expected revenue with and
without the sublease in place. The court
held that the arrangement violated the
Stark law, finding that the compensation
was not fair market value — despite the
fact that compensation was set at a flat fee.

Although there was no explicit requirement that the physicians refer their own
patients to Bradford for tests, the court
concluded that the non-compete agreements
made it clear that the parties anticipated
such referrals would be made and therefore
the sublease rate was determined by taking into account the anticipated referrals
from the physicians. Therefore, the court
concluded that the transaction between the
hospital and physicians for the equipment
sublease was not fair market value.51
Commercial Reasonableness
Commercial reasonableness is an explicit
requirement of eight of the 10 Stark law
exceptions that contain the fair market
value requirement and all three of the
AKS safe harbors that contain the fair
market value requirement.52 The test for
commercial reasonableness is distinct
from that of the standard for fair market
value. Fair market value looks at the
reasonableeness of the compensation paid for
reasonableness
s rvice and
d commercial reasonableness
a service,
looks to the reasonableness of the business
arrangement generally.53
CMS has indicated that an arrangement
is “commercially reasonable” under the
Stark law if the arrangement would make
commercial sense if entered into by a
reasonable health care provider entity
of similar type and size and a reasonable
physician (or group thereof) of similar
scope and specialty, even if there were no
potential business referrals.54 Commercial
reasonableness analysis should include
review of the proposed arrangement from
the perspective of strategic, operational or
financial business purpose, and economic
sense, taking into account whether or not
the nature and scope of the transaction
furthers the strategic, operational, or
financial business objectives of the health
care provider. Whether a transaction
is commercially reasonable requires a
look into the underlying economics of a
transaction without taking into account the
potential for referrals between the parties.
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Determining commercial reasonableness
of compensation in physician employment
contracts requires evaluation of all factors of
the employment arrangement. Important
elements of an employment contract
include term or length of the contract;
renewal and termination provisions; fulltime or part-time status; compensation
methodology; administrative versus clinical time; set work hours; exclusivity;
employee benefits; payment of business/
travel expenses; supervision of assistants;
physician training/qualification requirements; and realization of profit or loss.55
Commercial reasonableness mandates
that total physician compensation for
physician services must be reasonable
for the geographic market and physician
specialty; documentation that the services
for which the physician is being employed
are reasonable and necessary; and the use
of compensation studies to determine base
sa
ala
l ry,, bonus,
bon
bo
g benefi
e ts, and deferred
salary,
fringe
co
om
mpe
enssa n.56
compensation.
Determining
D
Dete
ermin
min ng commercial
commercial reasonableness
re
eason blen ss
ed
dic office space lease arrangements
in m
medical
ev
view of the
t e need
n
nee
ed for
for the
should include review
h h or not there
h
office space, whether
is a llower
cost alternative to a referral source, and
confirmation that the medical office space
contracted for does not exceed that which
is reasonably necessary for the legitimate
business purposes of the arrangement. To
be commercially reasonable, real estate
lease rates should cover the amortized cost
of the building, interest, expenses, and a
reasonable rate of return.
Commercial reasonableness factors
to be used in the evaluation of medical
director agreements include scope of
duties, requirements for documentation
(administrative versus clinical time and
amount of time expended), verification of
work performed; duplication of medical
staff requirements; multiple agreements
for the same directorship, term and
termination provisions, and documentation
that the physician has the training, skills
and experience to perform the service.57
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The significance of fair market value
and commercial reasonableness to medical
director agreements may be found in
the report of the government’s expert
in U.S. v. SCCI Hospital Houston.58 This
qui tam case (eventually settled by the
parties) involved the issues of fair market
value and commercial reasonableness of
the compensation paid by the hospital to
three physician medical directors.59 The
government alleged that the hospital and
three physicians submitted or caused the
submission of false and fraudulent claims,
false statements, and cost reports in order
to obtain Medicare program payments.
The court described the false claims, false
statements, and cost reports as a prohibited
arrangement implemented by the hospital
to obtain business by using sham medical
directorships to disguise illegal payments
with sham medical directorships.
According to the government, the
medical director agreements specified the
dut
ies tto
o be performed
per
duties
by the physicians,
but paym
ment was made to the medical
payment
directors regardless of the duties performed,
and even when no duties were performed.
The three physicians performed little or no
work in their capacity as medical directors
and generally failed to document the few
services they did provide.60
The government’s valuation expert witness analysis of fair market value assumed
the medical director services were valued on the basis of time spent performing duties multiplied by a commercially
reasonable hourly rate of pay. The expert
noted that hospitals usually require time
records that report time spent on medical director functions or evaluate time
expended by reviewing a medical director’s work product and other evidence of
performance, such as committee meeting
minutes, teaching and training materials,
institutional planning reports, recommendations made, professional reports, and
presentations developed.
The expert explained that hourly pay
rates are best determined by comparing
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rates paid in similar situations or by using
compensation rates from available industry
data. The expert concluded that the medical
director fees did not reflect fair market
value and noted that there was no evidence
of independent fair market valuations, no
documentation of efforts to search the local
market for amounts paid in comparable
agreements and circumstances, and the
hourly rates of pay were routinely higher
than industry norms.61
The expert opined that the commercial
reasonableness of a medical director
agreement depended on the services being
essential to the functions and operations of
the hospital, based on an assessment of the
duties performed by the medical directors.62
The expert concluded that the medical
director services were not required in the
quantity contracted for (based on the size
of the facility and nature of its operations),
the services were not always provided, and
ho
osp
pita
itall m
g
d not oversee or
hospital
management
did
assse
ess each
eacch
h medical director’s
direc or’s p
erf rm
man .63
assess
performance.

REC
ECENT
CENT ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS RELATED
TO PHYSICIAN EMPLOYMENT
PL
LOYMENT CONTRACTS
Tuomey Healthcare System —
Unreasonable Physician Employee
Compensation
Tuomey Healthcare System operates
Tuomey Regional Medical Center, a
301-bed hospital located in a medically
underserved and health professional
shortage area in Sumter, South Carolina,
which has a population of approximately
106,000. On September 30, 2013, the
District Court of South Carolina ordered
Tuomey to pay $237.5 million for violating
the False Claims Act and the Stark law.64
The judgment is pursuant to a verdict from
May 2013 in which a jury concluded that
the physicians were paid in excess of fair
market value, the overall benefits provided
exceeded fair market value, and the terms
of the agreement were not commercially
reasonable because they took into account
the volume or value of the referrals or other

business generated between the physician
and Tuomey.
Tuomey entered into part-time employment contracts with 18 specialist physicians which required the physicians to
perform outpatient procedures exclusively
at Tuomey, purportedly to discourage the
physicians from moving their outpatient
surgeries from the hospital’s ambulatory
surgery center to other locations, some
of which would be owned by the specialist physicians. The employment contracts
included the following terms: part-time
employment with no set hours for service
and covering only outpatient procedures;
all outpatient procedures had to be performed at Tuomey facilities; base salary
based on the previous year’s collections;
productivity bonus of 80 percent of collections; incentive bonus of up to 7 percent
of productivity bonus; all malpractice premiums (including premiums covering
the physicians for private office services
d inpatient
npatient p
and
procedures) were paid by
Tuomey; reim
m
Tuomey;
reimbursements
for continuing
medical education, periodicals/journals,
and cell phones; and a 10-year term with
a non-compete clause extending two years
beyond the end of the contract.
The Tuomey court concluded that
the physician compensation exceeded
fair market value because comparison
data from national and regional sources
indicated that physicians are generally
paid between 49 percent and 63 percent
of their collections while the Tuomey
physician employees were paid an average
of 131 percent of their collections. Other
indicators of a financial relationship that
did not satisfy the bona fide employee
test were the unusual nature of the parttime, outpatient services only contracts;
the 10-year contract term was highly
unusual; the non-standard non-compete
clauses; and the fact that the full-time
benefits received by the physicians were
inconsistent with Tuomey’s normal
policy of providing benefits to full-time
employees only.
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Tuomey Lessons Learned
Lessons to be learned from the Tuomey
case include the following:
Physician employment does not insulate physician contractual arrangements
from Stark liability — The hospital
argued that any amount paid by an
employer to an employee who has a
bona fide employment relationship with
such employer for employment in the
provision of covered items or services
protected payments to employees even
if such payments are in excess of fair
market value for the service provided.
Long-term arrangements are high risk
and should be scrutinized carefully and
reviewed periodically for compliance —
The Tuomey employment contracts
included 10-year terms, which is a
very unusual term for an employment
contract.
y
Physician
employment benefits should
be consistent
co
o
be
with other hospital
em
mp
plo
loy s — The
e Tu
om
mey em
plo
oym nt
employees
Tuomey
employment
co
onttraacttss included
ncluded full-time
full- im
me b
enefits for
or
contracts
benefi
paartt ti
part-time
employment, which was not
wi h hospital
hosp tal policy.
olicy
consistent with
d
k valuation
l
An independent
fair market
opinion should be obtained from a wellqualified consultant who is familiar with
the health care industry and is able to
testify as an expert witness — Fair market value under the Stark law has some
unique criteria that must be taken into
consideration. Appraisers must be independent and knowledgeable about the
health care industry in order to be considered experts.65
Fair market value opinions should
include supporting documentation and
an explanation of the methodology
behind the valuation opinion — The hospital relied on a three-page valuation
opinion letter that described the transactions and concluded the compensation
was consistent with fair market value
but did not include supporting documentation or explanation of the valuation methodology utilized.66
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Fair market value opinions help; however, they are not guarantees, as experts
may disagree on fair market value —
The Tuomey fair market value report
raised concerns because it indicated that
130 percent of net collections was fair
market value even though it noted that
the industry average paid similarly situated physicians 49 to 63 percent of net
collections.
The “commercial reasonableness” analysis must be thorough and complete
and may be challenged if the payments
to physicians are not comparable with
other physicians in the community —
Tuomey physicians were paid 130 percent of the physician’s net collections,
and the government argued that this
fact, by itself, demonstrated that the
compensation formula was not commercially reasonable.67
It is important to document the purpose
and intent of a contractual relationship
w
wi
h re
ferral ssource physicians — It was
with
referral
tthe
he gov
vernm
government’s
position that the hospital employed the physicians as a strategy
to capture referrals and to prevent them
from performing their procedures in-office
or in an ambulatory surgery center.68
Exclusivity, non-competition agreements, and part-time employment
arrangements increase the risk level
and level of scrutiny — In Tuomey the
physicians did not have set hours for
part-time employment, and the parttime employment contracts included
the restrictions of non-competition and
exclusivity of the physicians, which are
not customary for part-time employment arrangements.
Contractual arrangements that result
in losses require a higher level of scrutiny to ensure they are defensible — The
Tuomey court noted that the hospital had
failed to document non-referral related
reasons it was willing to incur a loss on
the practices.
The Advice of Counsel defense is not
automatic — The Tuomey judge indicated
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that the hospital could not rely on the
Advice of Counsel defense if the hospital
did not disclose full and accurate information, including all material facts, to its
attorneys.
“Opinion shopping” undermines the reliance on the Advice of Counsel defense —
Tuomey had received multiple legal
opinions of varying favorability and chose
the best opinion as supporting documentation for the employment contracts,
even though one counsel indicated that
fair market value would not be accepted
by government regulators, that the agreement was risky, and that the compensation was more than fair market value.69

Halifax Hospital Medical Center —
Physician Compensation Included
Bonus Based on DHS Not Personally
Performed
In Halifax
f Hospital Medical Center,70 a United
Sttate
t tes Di
is
States
District
Court in the Middle District
Fl rid
Flor
id
d granted
da
anted summary
summary judgment
judgm
men in
off Florida
faavo
or of
o the
he
e United
United States
S ates in connection
connec on with
w th
favor
mottio against Halifax Hospital Medical
itss motion
ng that Ha
fax Ho
ospital s
Center, finding
Halifax
Hospital’s
l
f
d by
b
submission of claims
for DHS referred
six medical oncologists violated the Stark
law. Halifax Hospital employed all of the
staff, including the physicians who work at
the hospital, through an affiliated staffing
company.
Halifax Hospital paid all of the
employee expenses, payroll obligations,
and employee benefits of Halifax Staffing
through a written agreement. The oncologist employment contracts with Halifax
Staffing entitled them to receive a salary
plus a bonus equal to 15 percent of Halifax
Hospital’s operating margin for its Medical
Oncology program, which included fees for
DHS that were not personally performed
by the oncologists, such as fees for outpatient prescription drugs and other outpatient services. The bonus pool was to be
divided between the six oncologists based
on each individual oncologist’s personally
performed services.71

The district judge held that the bona fide
employee exception to the AKS protected
the arrangements with the physicians
despite the physicians being employed by
a separate legal entity, Halifax Staffing.
Noting that Halifax Staffing was an instrumentality and alter ego of the hospital,
the district judge applied the common law
agency test and determined that the court
had not been presented evidence that the
physicians were controlled by Halifax
Staffing rather than the hospital or that the
physicians were independent contractors
of the hospital. As a result, the compensation paid to the physicians was protected
under the bona fide employee exception
to the AKS, which does not contain a fair
market value standard or prohibit compensation that is based on the volume or value
of the physicians’ referrals.72
Halifax Hospital argued that the
transaction fit within the Stark law employee
exception. The government argued, and the
d
sttrict co
urt agr
district
court
agreed, that the arrangement
did not co
mply with the Stark law employee
comply
exception because that exception requires
that services be personally performed by
the physician, and here, the pool from
which each bonus was drawn was “based on
factors” in addition to personally performed
services — including revenue from referrals
made by the medical oncologists for DHS.”
Moreover, the court ruled that the Stark
law employee exception does not permit
hospitals to pay employed physicians in
a manner that varies with, or takes into
account, the volume or value of referrals.
The Court held that since the revenues
of the Oncology Department, and
therefore its profits, vary with the volume
of patients that the oncologists treated at
Halifax Hospital, the bonus component
of the oncologists’ compensation varied
with the volume or value of referrals.
Thus, since they did not meet a Stark law
exception, the medical oncologists were
prohibited from making referrals to Halifax
Hospital for DHS, and Halifax Hospital
was prohibited from submitting Medicare
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claims for services furnished pursuant to
such referrals.73
In addition, the district court held that
Halifax Hospital’s employment arrangement
with two psychiatrists, from whom Halifax
Hospital admitted that it had received DHS
referrals, did not qualify for protection under
the Stark law’s employee exception. Although
the court found that the psychiatrists’
employment was for identifiable services
and that the psychiatrists’ compensation
was commercially reasonable and constituted fair market value, the court held
that the psychiatrists’ incentive payments —
equal to 100 percent of the hospital’s gross
collections less the amount of their salary
and Halifax Hospital’s cost for billing — took
into account the volume or value of referrals.
The court reasoned that “[t]his arrangement would have allowed [the psychiatrists] to increase their incentive
y
payments
by making additional referrals
fo
or DH
HS tto Halifax Hospital.
p
for
DHS
Because the
re
em
mun
nerrat n would vary with
w the am
mou of
remuneration
amount
re
eferraals,, the
th Stark llaw
aw e
mployee e
cep on
referrals,
employee
exception
ou
uld n
would
not apply to these compensation
t, tthe
e dist
rict co
ourrt
agreements.” A
As a resu
result,
district
court
h Stark
k law
l claim
l
l d
refused to dismiss the
related
to the psychiatrists. The court held that
there was insufficient evidence to establish
the amount of the damages and that a
genuine issue of material fact remains as
to whether Halifax Hospital’s conduct also
violated the False Claims Act. The Court
set a date in March 2014 for trial of these
issues, as well as other Stark law claims
and additional Medicare billing allegations
that were not raised in the government’s
summary judgment motion.74
Halifax Hospital Lessons Learned
Lessons to be learned from the Halifax case
include the following:
Physician
employment
compensation may not vary based on the volume or value of referrals for designated
health care services not personally
performed — the Halifax bonus pool
included fees for services that were not
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personally performed by the oncologists
and therefore varied based on the volume or value of referrals for DHS not
personally performed even though the
pool was divided based upon each oncologist’s personally performed services.
Every attending or operating physician
identified on a Medicare claim form is a
referring physician with regard to DHS
provided to such patient for whom reimbursement is claimed — Halifax claimed
many of the referrals were made by
other parties and that the fact that one of
the oncologists was listed as the attending or other physician was not evidence
that the physician made the referral for
which the claim was submitted.
Hospital indirect employment of physicians through an affiliated entity under
an employee lease arrangement or similar mechanism will be analyzed the same
as though the physicians were directly
employed by the hospital — Halifax
e
mploy
yed physicians
ph
employed
through an affiliaated
ted st
affin
g company that had contractstaffi
ng
ing with the staffing company to provide
medical staff for Halifax Hospital.
It is important to obtain legal counsel review and approval of proposed
hospital-physician transactions — Halifax
had its counsel review the employment
contracts, who concluded that the agreements violated the Stark law. Halifax then
sent the agreements to outside counsel
who stated that there was a reasonable
argument that the employment contracts
qualified for a Stark law exception.75

Intermountain Health Care — Physician
Compensation Took Into Consideration
the Volume or Value of the Physician’s
Referrals
Intermountain Health Care Inc., the largest
hospital system in Utah and Idaho, agreed
to pay the United States $25.5 million to
settle claims that it violated the Stark law
and the False Claims Act over a nine-year
period by engaging in improper financial
relationships with referring physicians.76
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The hospital-physician relationships at
issue in this case included employment
contracts under which Intermountain
paid 37 physicians using a bonus formula
that Intermountain admitted “may have
improperly taken into account the volume
and value” of the physicians’ referrals to
Intermountain; the hospital rented office
space to 18 physicians “without written and
executed leases in effect for the entire term
and/or where there may have been fair
market value issues with the leases;” and
Intermountain had contractual agreements
with 154 physicians that were not properly
memorialized to avoid problems under the
anti-fraud laws. Intermountain discovered
the violations through its regular compliance review process and voluntarily
reported them to the government.
Intermountain Health Care
Lessons Learned
Lessons
Le
essson
ns llearned from the Intermountain
H
Hea
alth
l h Care
C
Car case include
incclud the
he following:
following
Health
V unttary disclosure
Volu
isclosure w
wil
ead tto
o reduced
edu ed
Voluntary
will le
lead
fine
es and penalties but can still result
fi
nes
n fi
fine
en
nalt es —
in significant
nes an
and p
penalties
l
l d 37
Intermountain voluntarily
disclosed
noncompliance transactions, 18 noncompliance lease arrangements, and
154 financial arrangements without
contracts (aggregate total of 209 illegal
arrangements), yet they were only fined
$25.5 million.
The government may not require a corporate integrity agreement for voluntary
disclosures — Intermountain was not
required to execute a corporate integrity
agreement.
It is essential that hospitals monitor all
physician transactions to ensure that
written agreements are in place and have
not expired — Intermountain did not
have pre-payment audits, monitoring, or
annual review of hospital-physician transactions as part of its compliance program.
Hospitals should ensure that legal counsel or a compliance officer reviews all
physician transactions to ensure that

none of the compensation methodologies take into account the volume
or value of referrals — Intermountain
did not indicate that its in-house legal
counsel and/or compliance officer had
reviewed and/or approved the hospitalphysician transactions.

RECENT ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS RELATED
TO MEDICAL OFFICE LEASES
HCA-Parkridge Medical Center —
Hospital Lease Payments to Physicians
Determined to be in Excess of Fair
Market Value
HCA, Inc., one of the largest hospital
chains in the world, agreed to pay $16.5
million to settle allegations arising
under the Stark law and False Claims
Act. The settlement relates to a series
of financial transactions between HCA
subsidiaries Parkridge Medical Center
and HCA Physician Services with a
phy
ys ci n group,
group Diagnostic Associates of
physician
Ch
ttanooga, through
t
Chattanooga,
which it induced the
physician members of Diagnostic to refer
patients to HCA facilities by providing
the physicians with illegal remuneration
disguised as payments under real estate
leasing arrangements and as an assignment
of an existing real estate lease.77
In conjunction with the acquisition of
Diagnostic, Parkridge leased space in a
building owned by Diagnostic at rates which
the government alleged were commercially
unreasonable and excessive. The alleged
misconduct also involved release of certain
Diagnostic physicians from a separate lease
obligation and solicitation and reliance on
an erroneous real estate rent fair market
value appraisal.
As part of the settlement, Parkridge
entered into a comprehensive five-year
corporate integrity agreement with the
OIG to ensure its continued compliance
with federal health care benefit program
requirements. HCA also agreed to refund
payments received for non-allowable costs
claimed on prior Medicare cost reports
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and to waive any rights to payment for
any of the health care billings covered
by the settlement agreement. The OIG
expressly reserved the right to institute an
administrative action seeking exclusion
against HCA, Parkridge, and/or their
officers, directors, and employees from
Medicare, Medicaid, and all other federal
health care programs.78
HCA Parkridge Medical Center
Lessons Learned
Lessons to be learned from the HCA
Parkridge Medical Center settlement
include the following:
Fair market value appraisals are
required to support lease arrangements
between physicians and hospitals —
HCA Parkridge ignored the fair market
value appraisal and entered into a lease
arrangement that paid 50 percent more
p square foot than recommended by
per
th
h fair
he
f ir
fai
i market value appraisal.
ap
the
on
ne disagrees
d agrees with
w
the results
results of the
he
Iff one
the
FM
MV
V opin
op
in on, con
ntinue to wor
w
k with the
he
FMV
opinion,
continue
work
co
onssu
consultant
who gave you the opinion and
m th
hat h
nion is wrong
convince him
that
hiss o
opinion
h opinion and
d
rather than ignoring the
then going to a new consultant, with the
risk of turning the first consultant into
a qui tam relator — the HCA Parkridge
valuation appraiser became a qui tam
relator after realizing that his or her recommendations were being ignored.

Memorial Health Care System —
Physician Lease Payments to
Hospital below Fair Market Value
Memorial Health Care System, a nonprofit
health system that operates Memorial
Hospital in Chattanooga, Tenn. and Memorial
North Park Hospital in Hixson, Tenn.,
recently agreed to pay $1.28 million to settle
allegations arising under the Stark law, AKS,
and False Claims Act.79 The U.S. Attorney’s
office alleged that Memorial violated the
Stark law over a six-year period by entering
into medical office lease transactions with
seven physicians and two physician groups
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that were below fair market value and
that were “intended in part to induce the
physicians … to refer patients to Memorial.”
In addition to the hospital space, physicians
received free clerical and technical support
and supplies. The medical office leases
were time-share arrangements in which the
hospitals rented the same space to different
physicians or groups, each for a relatively
short period of time.
In addition to the $1.28 million dollar
settlement payment, Memorial agreed to
refund payments received for unallowable
costs claimed on prior Medicare cost
reports and to waive any rights to payment
for any of the health care billings covered
by the settlement agreement. The OIG
expressly reserved the right to institute an
administrative action seeking exclusion
against Memorial Health Systems and/or
its officers, directors, and employees from
Medicare, Medicaid, and all other federal
health care programs.
Memoria
Memorial
al Hea
Health Care System
Lessons Learned
Lessons learned from the Memorial Health
Care System settlement include the
following:
Fair market value appraisals are required
to support lease arrangements between
physicians and hospitals.
Arrangements under which hospitals
provide physicians with items or services
for free or less than fair market value
(e.g., clerical and technical support and
supplies) pose significant risk.

St. James Healthcare — Sisters
of Charity of Leavenworth Health
System — Physician Lease Payments
to Hospital below Fair Market Value
St. James Healthcare, a hospital located in
Montana, and its parent company, Sisters
of Charity of Leavenworth Health System, a
health care organization based in Colorado,
recently agreed to pay $3.85 million to
resolve allegations that they violated the
AKS, the Stark law, and the False Claims
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Act by improperly providing financial
benefits to physicians and physician
groups that made referrals to St. James.80
The settlement resolved allegations that
St. James and Sisters of Charity provided
various improper financial benefits to
referring physicians and physician groups
by making payments to a joint venture that
resulted in charging below fair market value
lease rates to physicians renting space in
a medical office building. St. James also
allegedly provided incentives resulting in
below fair market value lease rates for land
on which the medical office building was
constructed and other below fair market
arrangements related to shared facilities
use and maintenance. The settlement was
the result of a self-disclosure by St. James.
St. James Health Care — Sisters
of Charity of Leavenworth Health
System Lessons Learned
Le
Lessons
essson
ns learned
lle
from the
e St. James Health
C
are
e — SSi
rs of Ch
hari y of Lea
venw th
Care
Sisters
Charity
Leavenworth
H
Hea
alth
h System
Sy
ys m settlement
settlem
ment include
include the
he
Health
llo
owiin
following:
lue ap
rai ls are rrequired
equired
Fair market v
value
appraisals
to support lease arrangements b
between
physicians and hospitals.
Arrangements under which hospitals
provide physicians with items or services for free or less than fair market
value (e.g., clerical and technical support
and supplies) pose significant risk.

RECENT ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS RELATED
TO PERSONAL SERVICES AND MANAGEMENT
AGREEMENTS/MEDICAL DIRECTOR
AGREEMENTS
Adventist Health System — Sham
Medical Director/Teaching Services
Contracts and Hospital Sales of
Supplies and Inventory for less
than Fair Market Value
Adventist Health System/West, dba
Adventist Health, and its affiliated hospital White Memorial Medical Center agreed
to pay the United States and the State of

California $14.1 million to settle claims
that they violated the False Claims Act.81
The settlement resolved allegations that
(a) White Memorial paid referring physicians compensation that the federal government contended was above fair market
value to provide teaching services at its
family practice residency program, and
(b) White Memorial transferred assets,
including medical and non-medical supplies and inventory, to referring physicians
at less than fair market value. In addition,
White Memorial allegedly owned medical
practice groups through a sham foundation
and provided recruitment loans and lines
of credit to referring physicians that were
not required to be paid back.
The White Memorial matter was a
qui tam case initiated by physicians who
further alleged that the hospital forgave
loans to physicians and paid for travel and
other costs physicians incurred to recruit
other physicians to their medical practices.
Th
e alle
gations centered primarily on
The
allegations
Wh
te M
Mem
o
White
Memorial
and its relationship
with two Southern California physician
groups, Family Care Specialists and White
Memorial Medical Group.82 The federal
government alleged that these improper
payments violated the AKS and Stark law
and, by extension, the False Claims Act.
As part of the settlement, White Memorial
entered into a comprehensive five-year
corporate integrity agreement with the OIG
to ensure continued compliance with federal
health care benefit program requirements.
Although this case involved physician
compensation agreements defined as
teaching assistant agreements, the analogies
to employment agreements and medical
director agreements are apparent.
Adventist Health Care System
Lessons Learned
Lessons learned from the Adventist Health
Care System settlement include the
following:
Arrangements under which hospitals (i)
provide physicians with items or services
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for free or less than fair market value,
(ii) relieve physicians of financial obligations they would otherwise incur, or (iii)
inflate compensation paid to physicians
for items or services pose significant risk.
Hourly compensation for medical
director/personal services should be
based on fair market value salary surveys and include documentation to justify amounts paid.
Hospital-physician contractual arrangements for loans, physician recruitment,
and similar arrangements should be
monitored regularly to ensure compliance with the terms thereof.

Cooper Health System — Sham
Consulting Services Contracts
Cooper Health System has agreed to
pay $12.6 million to settle allegations
that it violated the federal False Claims
Act and New Jersey False Claims Act by
m
mak
k ng iim
ki
kin
p p
e
making
improper
payments
to physicians
un
nd
der “consulting”
““co sulting” an
d “c
ompen
nsat n”
under
and
“compensation”
ag
gre
eem
ments.
n s 83 The Un
United
ni ed St
States
at s and
nd
agreements.
ew
w Jer
JJersey alleged that from October 1,
New
er 3
ooper
2004, through Decemb
December
31, 2010, C
Cooper
d physicians
h
recruited local outside
to serve
on the Cooper Heart Institute Advisory
Board (CHIAB). Physicians were paid approximately $18,000 a year to attend four
meetings over the course of any given year.
The United States and New Jersey alleged
that at least one purpose of these payments
was to induce the referral of patients to
Cooper, that the payments did, in fact,
induce such referrals to Cooper, and that
Cooper’s subsequent billing of the Medicare
and Medicaid programs for services
resulting from those tainted referrals were
in violation of federal and state anti-kickback
and self-referral laws and thus false claims.
In the civil settlement agreement,
Cooper, in resolution of federal and state
civil claims, agreed to pay $10,269,000
to the United States and $2,331,000 to
the State of New Jersey. Cooper further
enacted and agreed to maintain a number
of corporate reforms designed to enhance
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accountability, training, and other aspects
of its compliance operations. The Cooper
settlement resolved a False Claims Act suit
by a physician who was recruited to take
part in the CHIAB but instead, recognizing
its potentially unlawful purpose, demurred
and filed a whistleblower — “qui tam” —
action. Cooper was not required to enter
into a corporate integrity agreement as
part of the settlement. Although this
case involved physician consulting and
compensation agreements, the analogies
to employment agreements and medical
director agreements are apparent.
Cooper Health System
Lessons Learned
Lessons learned from the Cooper Health
System settlement include the following:
Arrangements under which hospitals
(i) provide physicians with items or services for free or less than fair market
value, (ii) relieve physicians of financial
o
obligati
ons they
th would otherwise incur,
obligations
or (iii) inflate
at
a compensation paid to phyor
sicians for items or services pose significant risk.

METHODS FOR EFFECTIVELY AUDITING,
MANAGING, AND INVESTIGATING
HOSPITAL-PHYSICIAN TRANSACTIONS
Each of the above-referenced enforcement
actions indicate increased risk association
with physician employment, office space
rental, and medical director agreement
hospital-physician
transactions
and
demonstrate the importance of having
employment
contracts,
independent
contractor agreements, medical office
leases, equipment leases, mergers and
acquisitions, loans, call coverage stipends,
purchases, and other hospital-physician
business arrangements reviewed by health
care law counsel. The development and
implementation of an effective compliance
program that addresses hospital-physician
transaction compliance risks is the best
way to address the recent fraud and abuse
enforcement actions.
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Managing Hospital-Physician
Transactions
The compliance officer should ensure that
appropriate controls are in place to govern
the physician contracting process. The
compliance officer should not be directly
involved in negotiating contracts with
physicians, as the hospital needs to ensure
independence of pre-payment review,
ongoing monitoring, and post-payment
review during the contract term.
Use of a Standard Form
Transaction/Contract Checklist
A
hospital
should
formalize
the
physician transaction process through
the development, implementation, and
maintenance of standard form contracts
and transaction checklists that can
be utilized in virtually all physician
compensation relationships. The checklist
should be prepared for every type of
co
onttra
t actu
tua arrangement
g
t and completed
contractual
co
onssis
i ten
nt
for e
very
y co
ontract This
his
consistently
every
contract.
ch
hecckllistt w
ide a st
tanda d ssteppchecklist
willl prov
provide
standard
y step
p process for creating, analyzing,
by-step
n ngg a compliant
om liant financial
nancia
al
and implementing
l a medical
d l d
relationship. For example,
director agreement checklist would include
the following steps:
(1) identify the need for the services;
(2) project the number of hours required;
(3) demonstrate that the proposed medical director has the professional qualifications to perform the services;
(4) calculate
fair
market
value
compensation;
(5) describe the duties and requirements
for the medical director;
(6) obtain legal review and approval;
(7) have the medical director execute the
agreement; and
(8) document the medical director’s completion of duties prior to payment.
Each arrangement should be subject
to the same type of review, analysis, and
documentation. If investigated, a hospital
should benefit by demonstrating that it
systematically analyzed each relationship in

a meaningful manner. Any variations from
this checklist or standard form agreement
should be documented and explained.
Documentation that Written
Agreements Are in Place and Contract
Language Review Has Been Performed
A database of all agreements should
be maintained and should include a
reliable tracking system to ensure that
each agreement is reviewed periodically.
Documentation should contain certain
information for evaluating compliance
including: 1) identification of the need for
the services; 2) projection of the number
of hours required; 3) demonstration of the
professional qualifications of the physician;
4) a copy of the contract/arrangement (or
its term, effective date, expiration date,
and automatic renewal provisions); 5) a
description of the methodology used for
the determination of fair market value
of the compensation; 6) the amount of
ccompensation,
m ensaation
mp
n, the method of payment,
and whe
her tthe amount is based on the
whether
value or volume of referrals; 7) whether
the arrangement satisfies the requirements
of an anti-kickback safe harbor, Stark
exception, and/or the procedures for a
rebuttable presumption of reasonableness;
and 8) confirmation of legal/compliance
review and approval.
Document that Fair Market Value
Analysis Policies and Procedures
Have Been Followed
For each hospital-physician financial
relationship, including all employment
relationships and medical directorships,
there should be a specific valuation
memorandum on file which supports the
fair market value nature of the transaction
and articulates the manner in which the
compensation was determined, the surveys
utilized for comparison and benchmarking,
and whether an outside valuation opinion
was sought. Supporting documentation
should include the manner in which the
compensation was determined and if surveys
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were utilized and whether an opinion from
a third-party valuation firm was sought.
For transactions above a certain amount,
it is highly recommended to obtain a written
analysis from an independent third-party
consultant to support the fair market value
of the payments. Valuation consultants
should be retained through legal counsel to
preserve, to the extent possible, attorneyclient privilege. Legal counsel should be
actively engaged in the valuation process
to review draft valuation reports, provide
comments to ensure compliance with
applicable standards, and sign off on the
fair market valuation review.
For significant transactions, the hospital
board of directors should approve the
transaction, after specifically reviewing
and confirming both the fair market
value nature of the purchase price and
compensation to be paid to the physicians
under the proposed compensation plan, as
w lll as
a the
th “commercial
a reasonableness”
well
th
he transaction.
trran action. It
It is essential
essential that
th
hat the
he
off the
vaalu
uato
or exc
e
x ude fr
om fa
k t v
ue
valuator
exclude
from
fairr mar
market
value
onssid
der
consideration
any amounts that reflect a
stre m or business
busin
ness
past or future referral stream
d between
b
h parties.
otherwise generated
the

Document that the Contracted
Services Have Been Performed

Document that Commercial
Reasonableness Analysis Policies and
Procedures Have Been Followed

To reduce the likelihood that employees/
consultants will become whistleblowers,
all employment contracts or consulting
agreements, and all employee separation
or severance agreements, should include
provisions that require the employee/
consultant to report compliance misconduct, cooperate with compliance program
investigations, and waive any right to
recover money related to qui tam claims
under the False Claims Act.

The hospital-physician contractual arrangement should be reviewed by the general
counsel or a qualified third party to confirm
that the proposed contractual arrangement
is a sensible, prudent business arrangement that involves a legitimate business
purpose for the parties. The arrangement
should be essential to the functioning of
the health care provider for there to be a
sound business reason for paying compensation to a referring physician. A regular
assessment of the arrangement should be
conducted to determine if it is still needed.
Document any non-referral related reasons
(e.g., community need for a physician specialty) that it is commercially reasonable to
incur a loss on a practice or program.
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Physicians should be required to complete
a daily written activity log, time sheet
specifying each task performed, and the
amount of time spent performing the task.
Proposed payments should be compared to
contract terms for consistency, and expense
reimbursements must be supported by
invoices, check requests, and receipts.
Hospital-Physician Transaction
Compliance Program Policies and
Procedures and Training Related
Thereto
Hospitals and physician organizations
should develop written educational
guidelines that address hospital-physician
transactions and train relevant personnel
to recognize those transactions that would
result in a prohibition of patient referrals
for DHS. Providers also should develop
policies and procedures to timely refund
iidentifi
entified
d overpayments
ov
verp
or utilize the
vol
untary dis
cl
voluntary
disclosure
protocol.
Employee/Consultant Misconduct
Reporting Requirement and Duty
to Cooperate with Investigations

Retention of Health Care Law
Regulatory Legal Counsel
Retention of competent health care
law regulatory counsel is an essential
requirement for hospitals and physicians
engaged in compensation arrangements or
transactions. Health law counsel should be
able to assist with the development of fair
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market value/commercial reasonableness
policies and procedures, review hospitalphysician transactions presented for
valuation review, prepare the valuation
expert’s retainer letter, and review the
valuation expert’s report. Legal counsel also
may assist the client in gauging potential
liability, evaluating whether to make a
self-disclosure, and developing successful
defenses and strategies for responding to
government investigations.

Monitoring Hospital-Physician
Contracting Arrangements
The compliance officer should ensure that
appropriate controls are in place to govern
the physician contracting process. All
hospital-physician transactions should be
analyzed by legal counsel and monitored
for AKS and Stark law compliance. The
compliance officer should not be directly
involved in negotiating contracts with
ph
h sic
hy
ician
i n
os
physicians,
as the hospital
needs to
en
nsu
ure
e independence
i ependen
in
nce of pre
-pa
aym nt
ensure
pre-payment
re
eviiew
w, ong
o
n ing moni
m
oring
g, an
d p
streview,
ongoing
monitoring,
and
postaym
me
en review during the contract term.
payment
l including em
mployed or
Key personnel,
employed
h
ld receive
contracted physicians,
should
compliance training and updates on an
annual basis regarding hospital-physician
contracting policies and procedures.
Periodic Monitoring
Monitoring is a process involving ongoing “checking” and “measuring” to ensure
quality control and involves daily, weekly,
monthly, or other periodic checks to verify that essential functions are being adequately performed. Hospitals should
periodically monitor (e.g., every three
months) all financial arrangements with
physicians. Periodic monitoring will help
providers identify any potential Stark law
violations early so that repayment obligations will not be compounded over time.
Reviews should focus on (i) payments
without written contracts, (ii) unsigned
agreements, and (iii) expired contracts
where payments and services continue.

Hospitals also should consider implementing tracking software that will send notifications if (i) a request for payment is made
to a physician who does not have a current,
fully executed agreement; (ii) a payment is
received by a physician who does not have
a current, fully executed agreement; and
(iii) an agreement is approaching its expiration date and has not been renewed.
The hospital should task the Compliance Committee (or some other specially formed group or department)
with developing a schedule pursuant to
which each compensation relationship is
periodically reviewed on an ongoing basis.
In the physician-employment context,
the review should focus on the services
being provided and the submitted time
and activity sheets. The review also should
ensure that proper documentation and
justification supports any changes to the
relationship or compensation. With respect
to other compensation relationships, the
rreview
view should
sh
hould e
ensure that the parties are
com
mplying wi
th the terms of the agreement
complying
with
and that the proper documentation
supports the compensation and services.
Annual Review and Report
to Board of Directors
Annual monitoring of all hospital-physician
transactions should be undertaken to ensure
that in each case the medical director is
actually providing the services required
and is being paid the compensation set
forth in his or her agreement. Each review
should be fully documented and may focus
on the following:
the true need for the services provided
pursuant to the arrangement;
ensuring the job descriptions are set
forth in the agreement or otherwise
properly documented;
whether the full-time or part-time designation or expected time commitment
is consistent with the services being provided under the arrangement and taking into account the physician’s outside
activities;
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whether the physician is actually performing all of the duties set forth in the
agreement;
whether the payments are being made
as set forth under the agreement, and
whether additional payments or other
items of value are being provided to the
physician;
whether certain assumptions or factors have changed since the onset of the
arrangement;
reevaluation of the fair market value of
the arrangement based on change in circumstances, if applicable; and
amendment of the agreement if changes
in the level of services, hours needed, or
compensation are required.

Auditing Hospital-Physician
Contracting Arrangements
Audits are formal reviews that include plang identification of risk areas, assessing
g,
ning,
in
nte
t rnall ccontrols, sampling of data, testinternal
iing
n off processes,
ng
pro esses, validating
p
validating information,
inform
mat n,
an
nd fo
ormall
maal comm
municating re
c mm nand
formally
communicating
recommenation
ns and corrective action plans to the
dations
eam
m and
an board
bo d of directors.
directors.
management team
d are necessary to demd
Compliance audits
onstrate the effectiveness of a compliance
program. An effective compliance program
will detect potentially fraudulent activity
that, if left undetected, could result in substantial civil and criminal fines and penalties. Auditing of hospital-physician contract
arrangements should be a core compliance
initiative subject to compliance audits.
Conducting the Audit
Hospital-physician contract audits should
follow the process outlined below:
Step 1: Obtain the contracts and interview staff involved in obtaining physician signatures for contracts.
Step 2: Confirm that a standard form contract was utilized and that legal counsel
approved any deviations from the standard form.
Step 3: Confirm that a contract checklist
was completed.
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Step 4: Ensure that each contract is
signed and current.
Step 5: Identify the payment rate.
Step 6: Identify the physician’s duties.
Step 7: Identify documentation
requirements.
Step 8: Determine whether listed duties
are being performed.
Step 9: Review transaction documentation for completeness and accuracy;
verify timesheets, attestation forms, and
other required documentation; and confirm that oversight was provided.
Step 10: Verify that fair market value
and commercial reasonableness is documented for each contract.
Step 11: Review payments and compare
payments to contracts.
Step 12: Each payment should be
matched to a contract and its required
documentation.
Step 13: Payments without a corresponding contract or documentation should be
flagged for ad
flagged
additional investigation.
SStep
tep 14
t
14:: De
Determine
whether documentation and payments were consistent with
contract terms.
Step 15: Compare documentation to physician’s schedule for other hospital or
private office activities.
Step 16: Review legality of compensation
methodology.
Step 17: Evaluate aggregate compensation.
Step 18: Confirm that documentation of
fair market value and commercial reasonableness are included in the hospitalphysician contract file.
Step 19: Determine continuing validity
and necessity for the contract(s).
Step 20: Identify contracts requiring
updates.
Step 21: Research payments without corresponding contracts or documentation.
The Audit Report
An audit report should be developed with
an executive summary and sections for each
type of hospital-physician transaction. The
audit report should define the purpose and
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scope of the audit and include a summary
opinion/conclusion. The audit report should
further include facts and findings, audit
results, recommendations, documented
areas of demonstrated compliance, and identification of existing compliance problems.
The report should not make statements or
reach conclusions regarding violations of
law or regulations; however, noncompliant
arrangements should be corrected immediately going forward. The final audit report
should be issued to legal counsel, and legal
counsel should be responsible for distributing the report to the compliance officer,
management, and the board of directors.
When auditing or monitoring activities
identify opportunities for improvement or
compliance failures, it is often appropriate
and/or necessary to take corrective action
to address the findings. The audit report
should include a corrective action plan,
which describes the actions to be taken to
ad
ddresss noncompliance
ddr
n
p
address
areas, describes
th
he mechanism
me
ech
ha sm for ongoing
h
ongoing monitoring
monitorin of
the
th
he implementation
impleme
im
em
m tation of the
the corrective
corrrec ive action
ac on
the
an
n an
a describes the documentation and
plan,
and
c sse
es assoc
ated wit
i h the
reporting processes
associated
with
corrective action plan.
Potential components of a corrective
action plan include the following:
(i) adoption of a hospital-physician contracting policy;
(ii) revision of or supplemental compliance policies and procedures;
(iii) implementation and distribution
of new compliance policies, procedures, and contract templates;
(iv) education of the workforce on new
policies, procedures, and contract
templates;
(v) monitoring to ensure compliance;
(vi) appropriate disciplinary action in
the event of noncompliance;
(vii) restructuring or unwinding illegal
financial arrangements; repayment;
and
(viii) self-disclosure.
When corrective action is taken, follow-up
auditing and/or monitoring should be

conducted to confirm the effectiveness of
the corrective action.

CONCLUSION
Hospitals entering into transactions with
physicians must structure the relationships very carefully and exercise due
diligence in documenting fair market
value and commercial reasonableness.
Compliance officers should be proactive
and implement an effective compliance
program which includes monitoring and
auditing of hospital-physician transactions. It is important that compliance officers establish a process to evaluate all
hospital-physician transactions from a
legal compliance perspective, use thirdparty valuation expertise, and obtain
board of directors’ approval for certain
types of transactions. Compliance officers and legal counsel should evaluate
all hospital-physician transactions at the
onset of the arrangement and should analyz
e fair ma
rke value and commercial
lyze
market
rea
onablenes opinions to determine
reasonableness
whether or not the backup documentation
is adequate to defend the arrangement in
the event of a government investigation
or enforcement action.
If hospital-physician transaction compensation is unreasonable and above fair
market value, there will be a high risk of
government enforcement action. The $238
million Tuomey judgment and possible
forthcoming $1 billion Halifax judgment
are indicative of the significant financial
penalties at risk when a hospital or health
system enters into questionable transactions even when dealing with only a small
number of physicians on the hospital or
health system’s medical staff. Each of the
cases, and the other enforcement actions
discussed, reiterate the importance of
seeking the guidance of competent health
care law counsel to ensure that any such
arrangement is in compliance with all federal and state laws and regulations, including but not limited to anti-kickback and
Stark.
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